Reconstruction of near-global annual precipitation using correlations with sea surface temperature and sea level pressure
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[1] An indirect precipitation analysis method is described which allows analysis of large spatial-scale and multidecadal variations over land and oceans beginning 1900. The method uses covariance between precipitation and analyses of sea level pressure (SLP) and sea surface temperature (SST). Both SLP and SST analyses can be produced using in situ data for the 20th century. Here a canonical correlation analysis is developed to specify annual precipitation anomalies from annual anomalies of SLP and SST on a 5° spatial grid. Covariance relationships are computed using 26 years of satellite-based precipitation data beginning 1979 and are used to analyze annual average precipitation anomalies for the full period. This indirect analysis indicates global variations consistent with the satellite-based analysis for the recent period. Cross-validation testing shows most skill in the tropics where variations are largest, with decreasing skill at higher latitudes, and large-scale averages have much more skill than at individual locations. For the full period over oceans the analysis indicates increasing precipitation with increasing temperature over the 20th century. That oceanic change is correlated with the change from climate models, but the analysis change is more than twice as strong as the change indicated by the models. Over land the analysis is consistent with gauge observations over the 20th century, which are independent observations before 1979. This study shows that indirect precipitation analyses can show many climate-scale variations that cannot be resolved in studies based on direct analysis of precipitation data.


1. Historical Data and Analyses

[2] Global mean surface temperature has increased substantially during the past 100 years [e.g., Trenberth et al., 2007], and projections based on current climate models [Randall et al., 2007] point to accelerating increases in the future. Global changes in precipitation have not been measured with the same confidence as those in temperature, but recent observational studies based on the past 20–30 years [Wentz et al., 2007; R. F. Adler, personal communication, 2008] have found increases that correlate well with the increases in atmospheric moisture expected from the changes in temperature. However, theoretical considerations [Held and Soden, 2006] suggest that the increases in precipitation should be less than that found in recent observations. Regional and global changes in precipitation are expected to be of enormous importance to society, and confidence in the projections of climate models can only be established by verifying the skill of such models in simulating observed changes over the past century. Here we focus on large-scale precipitation variability since 1900, and explore how well the precipitation can be analyzed using the available data. We also discuss some of the issues that must be confronted to verify that our analyses are adequate to validate climate-model simulations.

[3] Historical data from the period before the time when comprehensive satellite data became available are typically not spatially or temporally complete. However, many surface measurements of temperature and precipitation are available over the 20th century, especially over land [Trenberth et al., 2007]. Precipitation information over the oceans is extremely sparse in the presatellite period, before 1979. Here we discuss a way to use the available data to analyze large-scale and annual oceanic and land precipitation, and present results of the analysis.

[4] Some oceanic historical climate analyses have been produced, including sea surface temperature (SST) [Kaplan et al., 1998; Rayner et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2008a] and sea level pressure (SLP) [Allan and Ansell, 2006]. Those data sets use the relatively sparse in situ data together with spatial covariance statistics based on the more recent data that include satellite measurements. We call such a historical climate analysis a reconstruction. Typically, reconstructions can only resolve large-scale variations, with spatial scales of hundreds of kilometers and temporal scales interannual or longer. Both monthly SST and SLP can be reconstructed because they have large scales and because oceanic measurements of both are available throughout the 20th century [Woodruff et al., 1998].
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Historical precipitation reconstructions have been computed using similar approaches, using the network of available gauge data [Xie et al., 2001; Efthymiadis et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2008b]. Typically, empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) of a modern satellite-based analysis are used to define spatial covariance modes. Gauge data are used to find appropriate weights for the set of EOF modes in historical periods. We will refer to this as the reconstruction from gauges (RG) method. The RG method evaluated here uses gauge data from the Global Historical Climate Network (GHCN) [Fose et al., 1998] beginning in 1900. Since historical reconstructions are produced from gauge data, this is a direct reconstruction method. In this study we do not use historical gauge data for reconstructions, but rather we use relationships between precipitation and several better defined historical analyses to indirectly reconstruct the precipitation.

Reconstructing oceanic precipitation using a direct method is more difficult than SST or SLP. Both SST and SLP have relatively large spatial-temporal scales, so the available historical observations of these variables from ships may be used to reconstruct climate-scale variations. With precipitation times scales are shorter for individual events so intermittent ship sampling is much less useful for reconstruction. In addition, there are many fewer quantitative oceanic precipitation observations, compounding the problem. There are intermittent historical ship observations of qualitative variables such as present weather and cloudiness, which have been used to evaluate some oceanic precipitation characteristics [Petty, 1995]. At any place there may be one or a few historical observations. By their nature these variables change rapidly over time, and they are noisier and more difficult to use than SST or SLP. Rain gauges at fixed locations average many observations each month and thus are much less noisy than the marine observations, but gauge data are available only from continental and island locations and they can only be used to reconstruct variations on the largest scales.

Indirect precipitation reconstructions may be produced using the covariance between precipitation and other variables. Here we evaluate a canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [e.g., Barnett and Preisendorfer, 1987], used to indirectly reconstruct precipitation from combined SST and SLP predictors. These predictor fields exploit the physical relationships between them and precipitation on interannual or longer time scales. Low SLP is associated with convergence and more precipitation [e.g., Sapiano et al., 2006]. In the tropics high SST is associated with enhanced atmospheric convection [Graham and Barnett, 1987]. The CCA is used to evaluate the climate-scale associations of these two with precipitation. As with the RG method, statistical relationships are developed using satellite-derived precipitation data from the recent period. Those relationships are then used with historical SLP and SST data to define historical precipitation. The training period for the CCA may incorporate gauges as part of the modern analysis. However, no gauge data are used in the historical reconstruction. We will refer to this as the CCA method.

2. Satellite Base Analyses

Statistical reconstructions require high-quality base data from which statistics are computed. For oceanic analyses only satellites provide enough spatial coverage for computing these statistics, so satellite-based analyses are used. Several analyses are considered for computing analysis statistics. The optimum interpolation (OI) of Sapiano et al. [2008] combines only passive microwave and ERA-40 forecast precipitation to form a homogeneous analysis. However, because of limits in the availability of the homogeneous input data, the OI is only available for ten full years, 1992–2001. This is not long enough to confidently define statistics for multidecadal variations.

There are several merged analyses beginning 1979, when infrared-based satellite estimates of precipitation with near global coverage first became available [Arkin and Arduny, 1989]. One complete global analysis is the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) analysis [Huffman et al., 1997; Adler et al., 2003]. It is more complex than the OI since it uses a changing mix of inputs, including gauge observations, over different regions and at different times. The GPCP is a high-quality analysis intended for climate studies, and we use it here to develop base statistics and for some validation of the CCA. This analysis incorporates many observations and thus should be more accurate than model precipitation estimates. Reanalyses, which do incorporate many observations, are not used for base data because they have known problems with convective precipitation [Sapiano et al., 2008]. A potential problem with GPCP is its use of multiple satellites. There are adjustments between satellites to minimize biases, and the data do not have obvious biases associated with changing satellite inputs (e.g., see the time series of Figures 1 and 2 below). We intend to continue work on producing more homogeneous analyses using satellite data, which could strengthen the results presented here based on GPCP. However, because of the GPCP's relative stability, it is unlikely that using a more homogeneous base analysis will change the major results of this study.

Another analysis considered is the Climate Prediction Center Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) [Xie and Arkin, 1997]. This combines different satellite estimates to form a precipitation map, which is then adjusted using a fit to gauge data, including island gauges. Over the tropical oceans only a few gauge data are used to make large-scale adjustments. These large-scale adjustments are useful for producing month-to-month variations consistent with the limited gauge data, and this helps to makes CMAP useful for analysis of El Niño/Southern Oscillation (enso) variations. However, the adjustment can adversely affect the multidecadal signal. For example, in CMAP the multidecadal signal has the opposite sign as the GPCP multidecadal signal [Yin et al., 2004]. Thus, we use GPCP here. Each of these satellite-based analyses covers roughly 25% of the reconstruction period, which begins 1900.

3. Canonical Correlation Analysis

Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is used to identify and quantify associations between two sets of variables. It does so by finding the maximum correlation between linear combinations of the two sets of variables. The maximization criterion in the basis training period leads to an eigenvalue problem that generates a basis for the reconstruction. We use the CCA method in the EOF spectral
space developed by Barnett and Preisendorfer [1987]. The EOF decomposition helps to smooth the analysis and filter noise in the training period data. An analysis is found by projecting predictor data onto the predictor CCA modes, to compute weights for the predictand CCA modes. A weighted sum of the predictand modes gives the analysis. Details, including equations fully describing the CCA, are given in the appendix of Barnett and Preisendorfer [1987].

In our CCA, anomalies of annual average SLP and SST are the predictors used to reconstruct simultaneous annual average precipitation anomalies. The direct result of the CCA is a normalized specification of precipitation. We remove the normalization by multiplying the analysis by the training period standard deviation, yielding a dimensional precipitation anomaly.

Initially monthly and annual average reconstructions were tested using CCAs, and we found that most CCA skill was associated with interannual and longer variations. Thus, the CCAs discussed here use annual average data. The annual average training data have also been slightly smoothed spatially as described below, in order to focus on large-scale interannual and longer-period variations. We begin with monthly and 5° spatial data. Spatial smoothing for the CCA consists of averaging the 5° spatial data over moving 15° regions, along with annual averaging over calendar years. The spatial smoothing is done to further concentrate the CCA modes on large-scale variations. Reconstructions are computed for the near-global region, 75°S–75°N. Poleward of this area the satellite-based data needed to form statistics may not be reliable.

The GPCP precipitation data used for training the CCA begin in 1979, which is therefore the first year of the CCA training period. We use the SLP historical analysis of Allan and Ansell [2006], which ends with 2004. Thus we use as the 26-year training period 1979–2004. There are updates of the historical SLP analysis for several years beyond 2004, but the updates are computed differently and have greater variance than the historical values. In the future we may obtain an improved SLP analysis for recent years, which would allow the CCA training period to be extended several years. The SST historical analysis used for training and analysis with the CCA is the oceanic component of Smith et al. [2008a].

As discussed above, the predictor and predictand fields are both filtered using a set of EOF modes, and those filtered fields are used for the CCA. The analysis is itself produced by a weighted sum of CCA modes. It is necessary to set the number of modes for filtering. The maximum number of CCA modes that can be used is the minimum of the number of filtering modes for the two fields, predictor and predictand. Here for simplicity we use the same number

Figure 1. First canonical correlation analysis (CCA) mode computed using sea level pressure (SLP) and sea surface temperature (SST) as predictors for the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) precipitation for the 1979–2004 training period.

Figure 2. Third CCA mode computed using SLP and SST as predictors for the GPCP precipitation for the 1979–2004 training period.
of predictor and predictand modes and tested the analysis to determine a suitable number of modes to use for analysis. That simplifying assumption is adequate for the present study, which is intended to show the usefulness of this approach. We are in the process of developing an improved base period analysis for the satellite period, similar to the analysis of Sapiano et al. [2008] but for a longer period. That improved analysis will be used to recompute the CCA reconstruction, using additional tuning to ensure that we use the optimal number of modes for analysis. As discussed in the summary below, the CCA with improved data and tuning will be combined with other reconstructions to produce an improved merged 20th-century reconstruction.

We tested using up to 10 modes for the CCA. However, the version of CCA used here has a cut off for the number of modes used. If a CCA mode explains less than 1% of the amount of variance explained by the first CCA mode, then that and all higher-CCA modes are not used in the analysis. This truncation of the maximum number of modes is used to minimize noise in the analysis. Testing showed that for our analyses, the code consistently used fewer than 10 modes. We tested using monthly, seasonal, and annual average data. In this analysis 7 modes passed this test for inclusion, which is the number of modes used here for both EOF filtering of the data and for the CCA analysis.

Examination of the 7 CCA modes shows that the first 6 account for most of the variance explained by the CCA, with a large drop off in variance for mode 7. The mode 6 variance is 56% of the mode 1 variance while the mode 7 variance is 16% of the mode 1 variance. Thus, it is possible that additional tuning would eliminate mode 7. Because that mode accounts for little variance its contribution to the CCA is small, so more detailed tuning would produce slight if any changes to the reconstruction.

The first two modes indicate variations associated with ENSO variations. For example, the first mode (Figure 1) shows typical ENSO SLP and SST variations, and the associated precipitation variations. The time series indicates positive peaks associated with warm episodes in 1983, 1987, and 1997–1998. Cool episodes are less marked in the time series of this mode, although there are troughs associated with cool conditions in 1984–1985, 1988–1989, and 1999–2000.

Most multidecadal variance in the training period is associated with the third CCA mode (Figure 2). Some multidecadal variations can be mixed in with the other CCA modes, but examination of the full set of modes showed its concentration in mode 3. Mode 3 indicates decreasing SLP over most of the Earth, with increases over central Africa, South America, and the tropical and north Pacific region near the coast of the Americas. The SST associated with this mode indicates warming except in the Southern Ocean and southeast Pacific, where cooling is indicated. Precipitation associated with this mode is increasing in the tropical Indian and west tropical Pacific oceans, consistent with the GPCP-based analysis of Smith et al. [2006].

Decreasing precipitation associated with the third CCA mode is indicated over the east tropical Pacific, east Africa, in many midlatitudes regions in both hemispheres. The decrease in east African precipitation has been linked to warming in the Indian Ocean, which affects the large-scale atmospheric circulation over the region [Funk et al., 2008]. Over the Northern Hemisphere, models have indicated drought conditions associated with cool east Pacific and warm west Pacific SSTs, which combined with warm Indian SSTs force drought conditions [Hoerling and Kumar, 2003]. These SST patterns are all evident in CCA mode 3. In addition, Seidel et al. [2008] show evidence that midlatitude dry zones are shifting poleward associated with global warming, consistent with the midlatitude drying trend for many regions in CCA mode 3. Over the U.S. area, dust bowl drought conditions have been shown to be associated with cool east Pacific and warm Atlantic SSTs [Schubert et al., 2004], which again is evident in this mode. In the CCA analysis conditions associated with this mode can be modified by the other six CCA modes, but this is clearly the dominant mode associated with multidecadal precipitation variations in the base period.

A weakness of the CCA reconstruction is that only seven modes are used, and variations that do not fit this limited set of modes cannot be resolved. Thus, we can only hope to resolve large-scale variations, and we cannot specify on small scales with this method. In addition, the modes themselves are only as good as the base data used to compute them and any residual biases in the GPCP will contaminate the modes and the analysis. However, where we can validate the CCA it appears to reliably represent large-scale variations, as discussed below. In the future we hope to further validate and improve this analysis using new satellite-based analyses.

4. Results

Results of the CCA are discussed to illustrate average variations and the analysis skill. These results show that many of the large-scale historical variations can be resolved using this indirect reconstruction.

4.1. Near-Global Averages

First the near global (75°S–75°N) average variations are considered. This is the full CCA analysis region, and averages are used to show how well the analysis does on the largest scales. Averages over land areas are computed with subsampling to use only data in locations where there are GHCN gauge values. The GHCN samples most regions, and using all available land sampling would yield similar comparisons, but we use common sampling to avoid sampling differences. Variations are shown for the CCA, for the GHCN gauges, and for the GPCP training data (Figure 3).

For 1979–2004 all three are dependent. Gauge data are used in GPCP, although the GPCP gauges are slightly different, and the GPCP is used to train the CCA for that period. In that period all three show similar large-scale variations when averaged over common-sampling land regions. For any two of the three, the correlation between them is about 0.7 over 1979–2004. Before 1979 the CCA and GHCN are independent, since the CCA does not use gauges as a predictor. In the independent period, averages over common-sampling land regions for the CCA and GHCN are almost as strongly correlated (correlation = 0.6). These correlations include the effects of interannual and multidecadal variations. The GPCP shows larger var-
iations than either the CCA or GHCN in several years. These variations are due to the inclusion of satellite data in GPCP, and it is not clear which data set, GHCN or GPCP, is more reliable in those years.

[25] Similar averages are computed over ocean areas (Figure 4). These ocean areas exclude 5° grid squares that contain any land to avoid contamination by GPCP gauge and land satellite values. Again the CCA and GPCP show similar variations (correlation = 0.8). Over the entire period the CCA ocean average is closely related to the average SST anomaly (see Table 1). This shows a close relationship between interannual to multidecadal global precipitation and global SST, consistent with climate model studies (e.g., Held and Soden, 2006; Randall et al., 2007).

[26] Combined land and ocean CCA averages are similar to the ocean averages discussed above. For the recent period the GPCP global average shows an increase of roughly 2% per °C global average temperature [Adler et al., 2008]. Here we measure this percent change using a linear fit of average precipitation to average land and ocean global temperature, obtained from NCDC. The precipitation is computed as a percent of the 1992–2001 GPCP mean. Using the GPCP data this yields a change of 1.8% per °C over 1979–2004, while for the same period the CCA change is 3.1% per °C. The slightly stronger change for CCA may be because the CCA does not resolve the large-amplitude anomalies shown in Figure 3, which may reduce the overall tendency in the relatively short GPCP time series. Over the entire 1900–2004 period the CCA change is 2.4% per °C.

[27] Comparisons to climate model precipitation are done using an ensemble average from models used in the IPCC Assessment Report 4 (AR4) [Randall et al., 2007]. The near-global averages from the climate models are compared to similar averages from the CCA, from SST, and from GHCN gauges (Table 1). The AR4 climate model uses greenhouse gas forcing, but it is not phase linked to ENSO episodes in the observations. Thus, for these comparisons the regional and annual averages are smoothed using an 11-year binomial filter, to minimize interannual variations while maintaining multidecadal variations. The ocean area averages exclude 5° grid squares that contain any land while the land area averages exclude grid squares that are not sampled by the GHCN. Note that correlations against SST are always correlations with the global ocean area temperature, including several averages over land regions. Similarly, correlations against GHCN are always correlations against land area precipitation.

[28] Over oceans averages of both CCA and AR4 are strongly correlated to SST averages. This shows that multidecadal SST variations control much of the global average multidecadal precipitation variations. Over land the CCA and GHCN correlation is high, but the AR4 average land precipitation is weakly negatively correlated with CCA and GHCN. This indicates problems with the multidecadal AR4 estimates over land. The AR4 climate models may have trouble simulating multidecadal land precipitation variations, where changing land surface properties can complicate simulations.

[29] Over all regions the CCA and AR4 estimates are correlated, but the CCA change with temperature is much stronger than the AR4 change. As noted above, over land and oceans combined the overall CCA change is 2.4% per °C, but the comparable AR4 change is 0.9% per °C, or roughly a third as strong. More work is needed to resolve causes for this difference.

4.2. Validation Testing

[30] Most skill in the CCA comes from specification of warm and cool ENSO episodes. In years with an episode the CCA closely resembles GPCP, while in non-ENSO years the resemblance is not as good. To quantify and better understand the overall skill, and differences between land and ocean area skill, cross-validation testing is done. The cross-validation CCA is computed by analyzing each year in the training period using a set of modes computed excluding data from that year. This gives a roughly independent set of modes for the analysis of each year. This is done for the full 26-year period, and results are compared to the GPCP data using temporal correlation at each location. Because this is a correlation of individual locations and not a correlation of the global average, values are lower than in the comparisons discussed above.

[31] Zonal averages of the cross-validation correlation skill show that skill is highest in the tropics and least at high latitudes (Figure 5). These spatial averages of correlations at individual locations are much lower than correl-
Table 1. Correlations of Annual and Near-Global (75°S–75°N) Averages of Combinations of GHCN, SST, CCA, and AR4 Precipitation Estimates for the 20th Century

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GHCN Land</th>
<th>Ocean</th>
<th>All Regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GHCN, CCA</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>−0.11</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHCN, AR4</td>
<td>−0.35</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SST, CCA</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SST, AR4</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCA, AR4</td>
<td>−0.24</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"GHCN, Global Historical Climate Network; SST, sea surface temperature; CCA, canonical correlation analysis; AR4, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Assessment Report 4. Averages are computed over GHCN land regions, over ocean regions, and over all regions, as indicated. All time series are smoothed with an 11-year binomial filter.

Table 2. Global Average CCA Correlation Cross-Validation Skill Averaged Over Land, Sea, and All Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Land</th>
<th>Sea</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[34] If we square the correlations in Table 3 and compare variance explained by the CCAs, we see that the SST CCA explains roughly half the variance of the SST and SLP CCA over oceanic regions. If SST and SLP were linearly dependent then adding SLP would add no additional skill to the CCA, so the SST and SLP must be contributing independent information to the CCA. Over land the SST CCA explains even more of the SST and SLP variance, suggesting that most of the skill over land is derived from teleconnections from oceanic regions.

4.3. Climate Variations

[35] Some regional climate tendencies in the CCA are discussed here. First the tropics are considered (Figure 6). Averages are computed over all regions and over ocean regions only. In the tropics both show an increasing tendency over the analysis period. However, the ocean area averages have much more interannual variability because of ENSO variations.

[36] The tropical averages reflect the increasing global precipitation with temperature, discussed above. To see if the subtropical dry zones are changing, similar averaging is done for the regions 35°S–25°S (Figure 7) and 25°N–35°N (Figure 8). In the southern subtropical zone there are downward tendencies over the entire record, with the tendency increasing after 1970. In the northern subtropical zone there is little tendency until after 1980 when a steep decrease begins. These decreases are consistent with those of Seidel et al. [2008], who find evidence for widening of the subtropical subsidence zones with global warming. Differences in the southern and northern zones indicate that in the CCA the zones in the two hemispheres are not completely symmetric. The analysis of the southern indicates steadier drying while the northern zone change is more abrupt. Hemispheric differences may be due to the hemispheric land-sea differences and the influence of different climate modes affecting the hemispheres. For example, Northern Hemisphere CCA rainfall oscillation apparent in Figure 8 may be influenced by the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation [Enfield et al., 2001].

Table 3. Global and Tropical (25°S–25°N) Average CCA Correlation Skill, Averaged for Analysis Using SST and SLP Predictors and for Analysis Using Only SST Predictors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>SST and SLP</th>
<th>SST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land global</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea global</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All global</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land tropics</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea tropics</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All tropics</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"SLP, sea level pressure."
The northern extratropics (Figure 9) have a pattern similar to the northern subtropics. Both show a slight decrease in precipitation from 1900 until the late 1930s, when it begins increasing until the 1980s, followed by a decreasing tendency. In the subtropics (Figure 8) the decrease since 1980 is more pronounced than the early century decrease. In the extratropics (Figure 9) the early century and recent decreases are comparable. In the southern extratropics (50°S–35°S, not shown) the CCA indicates increasing precipitation correlated with the global SST. That may be because there is almost no land in that region, making the response more closely linked to the SST.

In these regions, the comparable average GPCP anomalies typically correlate well with the CCA anomalies. Highest correlation is over the tropical oceans (0.8) and lowest correlation is over the extratropical Northern Hemisphere oceans (0.5). In other regions the correlations are 0.6 to 0.7. Both GPCP and CCA indicate major interannual variations in the overlap region. However, the GPCP average anomalies tend to be more variable than the CCA anomalies, which is expected since the CCA filters data using seven modes while the GPCP is based on satellite data.

For all of these regions the CCA variance in 1979–2004 is slightly higher than the variance in 1953–1978, over both oceans and land and ocean areas combined. Since the CCA is linear and uses SLP and SST anomalies as predictors, this must be caused be increased variance of those predictors. Compared to earlier periods, those reconstructed predictors may have slightly more variance in the more recent period when there are more in oceanic situ data, so sampling changes could be contributing to the increased variance. However, oceanic in situ sampling generally good after 1950 [e.g., Smith et al., 1996], and variance changes are most likely associated with stronger ENSO episodes in the more recent period [Xue et al., 2003].

At the time of the early century extratropical decrease over northern mid latitudes, there were serious droughts that contributed to dust bowl conditions in the U.S. The CCA suggests that the northern extratropical precipitation is again headed toward dryer conditions, which may be intensified by climate change. A dust bowl area is
approximated by $30^\circ N \sim 40^\circ N$ and $90^\circ W \sim 110^\circ W$. Averages of the GHCN and of the CCA at GHCN sampling regions are shown for this area (Figure 10). There is much more variance in this local region, and the GHCN is more variable than the CCA. However, both averages show decreases in the first part of the century, including fairly persistent dry conditions in the 1930s, followed by wetter conditions until about 1990 when the region began shifting toward dryer conditions.

5. Summary and Conclusions

[41] A method for reconstructing near-global 20th-century precipitation is presented and evaluated. The reconstruction yields multidecadal results consistent with what is expected from climate models for a warming world, but the reconstruction precipitation changes are several times larger than the model changes. When the reconstruction can be compared to independent gauges, the global variations are well correlated. In addition, validation testing suggests that the reconstruction skill over oceans should be at least as good as results over land.

[42] The reconstruction is limited to the analysis of large-scale annual average features that may exhibit covariance with the predictor SST and SLP analyses. In addition, the shape and magnitude of the reconstructed fields are determined by variations in the GPCP training data. Because there are errors in the predictor and GPCP analyses, there will be errors in the reconstruction. Thus, it may not be suitable for giving local details of precipitation variations, and if the GPCP data are biased then the reconstruction based on it will also tend to be biased. In addition, the CCA uses only seven modes and therefore can only resolve large-scale variations.

[43] Reconstructed precipitation in the tropics yields results similar to the global averages, with variations correlated with the global increase in temperature. In the subtropics and northern extratropics there are decreases in precipitation, which are especially pronounced since roughly 1980.

[44] In an earlier study [Smith et al., 2008b] we showed that interannual-scale variations could be reconstructed over most of the earth using a method based on fitting gauge data to sets of spatial modes. However, that method was not able to reliably reconstruct multidecadal signals. This indirect reconstruction of precipitation is able to resolve much of the large-scale multidecadal signal.

[45] In the future we plan to merge a reconstruction based on fitting gauge data to modes with a CCA-based reconstruction, to obtain reconstructed variations for interannual to multidecadal signals beginning 1900. Before merging the analyses we will develop improved satellite era analyses in an attempt to produce a long base analysis that may be more homogeneous than the GPCP multisatellite and in situ analysis. This improved analysis should be of value for climate studies and validating climate models used to simulate future changes in precipitation. We also intend to compare results to other long 20th-century precipitation estimates, such as those based on the method of Compo et al. [2006]. These intercomparisons of estimates should help to bracket the range of estimates and better indicate what amount of confidence may be placed in these estimates. The improved analyses will be used to further investigate historical precipitation variations and comparison of those variations to those obtained from models. Such analyses and comparisons should yield an improved understanding of the global hydrologic cycle and its representation in climate models.
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